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ONE SPARKLING STREET, Brianna R. Duffin
A million diamond icicles cascade to the ground.
In a final moment to enjoy their faded glory,
They vanish into the breathless grace
And I am left to watch them die.
In the cold, I feel so alone.
Tonight is a cloth made of midnight velvet,
And in spite of myself, I let it remind me
Why I came to love this place so much.
Glowing crimson and gold, the candles
Sit in the window with a lonely glow.
How peaceful it must be to hold steady
When the world is spinning, falling apart.
Sometimes, on nights like tonight,
I wish upon a shooting star as it explodes
That I could reverse the hands of time
And give the old me just enough love
To hold some hope- just enough of a spark
To build a fire, just enough to survive.
But then I remember- I already did.
I walked through the blizzard, so here I am
Standing frozen on the outside, watching.
My eyes are glued to the play even as
The curtains fall every instant, faster now.
Suspended immobile, my mind dances
And the icicles pitter-patter into my hair
Oblivious. For them, nothing is the matter.
I wonder what it’s like to live that lifeFor what is this one in comparison?
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JELLY DONUTS: A STORY
OF LIFE, LOSS, AND LOVE, Brianna R. Duffin
The Grim Reaper was knocking at our door. I was in denial, but everyone else
knew it was a long time coming. It was like rolling a rock from the peak of Mount Everest all the way to Death Valley, inch by inch. Maybe for some people, it was easy to see,
but I was blindsided. And maybe for them, it’s not so sad that you forget you’re allowed
to be happy, but I was lucky enough to feel the experience more deeply. Grammy always said that a heart can only feel empty if it’s been overly full—all part of God’s plan
to bless us. No matter what happens next, that much can’t be changed, but still, part of
me will never leave that moment.
There we were: Lankenau Hospital, the world outside turned as white as the sterilized inside. The clock above the door read 5:46, the one next to the window displaying
5:42 by the time we all found our positions around the bed. We had about six too few
chairs and I swear it was the smallest room any angel has ever gathered all the branches of her family tree into. Three strokes down the line, Grammy’s heart was finally failing. There was nothing to be done.
“Just take your time,” a brunette doctor with a pink shirt told us. “And again, we’re
very sorry for your loss.”
All those times we had put our faith in the doctors, and when that last Hail Mary
came around, all they could do was fix up a chemical cocktail. But then we realized we
had drained that magical hope to the dregs and all that remained was the morphine and
an extra shot of sorrow on top. I wasn’t sure who exactly they were trying to keep comfortable when they taped tubes to her arms and brought in another one of those miserable hospital blankets that never do any good, because they’re made out of the Sahara
Desert stuffed in a burlap sack. As long as they kept their metal ears to her chest, her
breathing was like a melody for a mouse. But as long as she held onto my hand, I held
hers ready to listen.
I missed school, but it was a snow day, so it didn’t matter anyway. More like nothing mattered anyway. I could hear a siren maybe three inches from my face. It whirred
above my head but I drowned it all out. I remember a strange sensation of doom I felt
only a few times before in my life—the one where the ceiling crashes into middle earth
but the floor is rising like a platform for a subterranean villain in a cheesy movie. You’re
just stuck in the middle being crushed like a bug, except it’s not you whose heart has
been thoroughly destroyed. I felt my Uncle Bobby’s tears rather than heard them; he
held me steady while my soul wracked my body with transcendent sobs.
Tick tock. Tick tock. We were losing time and it was passing fast. Strange how,
when all you want to do is slam the brake so hard it grinds into the ground, Time puts
both feet on the gas. Like zombie snails, we crawled back into the room where my mom
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JELLY DONUTS: A STORY
OF LIFE, LOSS, AND LOVE, continued
waited to wrap me up in her arms. She always seems to know when I want a hug, but
that day I needed one like a baby needs a blanket.
We had known it was coming, so why were we so shocked when the call finally
came? Why were we so numb when the family gathered in one last attempt to rally?
Expectant of what was to come or not, most of us spent every second praying for as
many more as possible. I can’t decide if the irony in that was sweet or cruel. Thankfully,
the world was frozen on a racing timeline. Still, the hours crawled by as if every hand
on the clock was pushed by a turtle battling through quicksand to push a car uphill. But
still, they passed. As those final, finite hours arrived and took their leave, we got ready
to take ours.
The hard chair did nothing for the aches crawling up my back, but who was I to
complain that this wasn’t working out for me? I tried to think back on those positive
times I had taken for granted. Had I slept through an entire childhood? Everything the
people around me were saying was foreign, I had nothing whatsoever to contribute. For
what seemed like the first time, there was nothing I could say, do, or give. I didn’t even
know what to think. I just held my perch and held her hand.
I watched her skin turn from gray to blue under the fluorescent spotlight. Her hair
was still a curled white and her nails a clean pink just like I remembered. But amid all
that sameness, something was different. The warmth I had always known was fading
from her person and the light in her eyes had been forever extinguished. Every human is
a candle performing in the theater of the world, but I may as well have been tied to my
chair while I watched hers being blown out ever so slowly, leaving only a wisp of ash to
dance in her place. Lights up and curtains drawn, that too vanished from view before it
was time to break for lunch.
My one solace was that after so many years of strife, each breath came with a
deeper peace. Slow, but steady too, and for the first time in a while it carried no trace
of pain. Usual slow-motion chaos grinding to a halt, it was as if in preparing to die my
guardian angel was born into nirvana’s delicate precursor. Her burden had been laid
down for someone else to take up. The reminiscing began a few hours into this vigil,
and I’d like to think it would’ve made her happy. No fighting, just talking—sweet, loving, and grateful just like she deserved. The memories we dwelt on were those that are
always the first to fade for some reason—Christmas dinner, dance class on Tuesdays,
hide and seek in the attic, the first CD in a brand-new player, cartoons on the couch,
snowflakes icing the Evergreen, tea on Fridays with the cooking channel, The Great
Cracker Debate of ‘08, miscellaneous laughs bouncing from one porch to another,
cartwheels and somersaults judged by the most loving dog in the world—everything
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JELLY DONUTS: A STORY
OF LIFE, LOSS, AND LOVE, continued
you should be able to put in a snow globe and keep your hand wrapped around forever.
But one thing about death: it means the games are over. Every last one of them.
Whether you’re ready to call it a day or not, it’s over all so suddenly. The reminiscing stopped. Uncle Bobby was crying again.
“We were going to get jelly donuts yesterday morning but the parking lot was too
crowded. We said we’d go back next week.”
Grammy loved jelly donuts, and I mean she loved them. They were right up there
with cosmos and macaroni (separately, never together). Usually, they were her Saturday morning treat, but when she was in the hospital, the rules were different. She
could have as many as she wanted, sitting there with a sugar-coated red tinge on her
lips while she told stories about decades past. Mostly about love—everything from the
grace of God to the early days of her marriage but she kept her theme on message: love
is great, love is power, love is grace, love is joy, love is worthwhile. It makes life worth
living. Well, love and jelly donuts. But those last days of her life, she postponed that
little taste of sweet happiness. She never got another chance.
If I ever needed to be taught a lesson, that did the trick. Grammy was never one
to lose track when counting her blessings, she believed every breath was a gift. But
even she slipped up sometimes because it’s so easy to forget about all that. When our
days seem monotonous and interminable, how can we resist taking them for granted?
It wasn’t about a chance to eat donuts that went by, it was a whole day she didn’t seize
when it was her last chance. I’d like to believe she died without a regret staining her
mind, but if there were any I’m sure there was something oh-so-bittersweet at the top
of the list. I don’t know everything I’m supposed to know, but when I think of jelly donuts I remember that I have an angel in heaven telling me to grab life by the horns no
matter how full the parking lot may be. After all, time is not a gift to be taken for granted. And I’m grateful for the years I got with Grammy before it was her time to pass on, I
really am. I still feel the hole she left in my heart, getting easier to bear as time goes by,
but never to be filled. Because when you love someone, you’re going to have to lose
them at some point. You know you’re human when you miss them.
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FRAIL, JL Nash
She has learned to live with
The imperfections of life
Leaves crackle underfoot
From rain they tempt the crack
Of bones, aluminium frame creates
A space of safety so much
Smaller than before
Her weakness bestowed
My grandmother forgets herself
As a carer washes her back
Looks forward to my phone call
She wipes her chin on speaking
The remnants of a stroke
How strange such a violent occurrence
Uses the same word as a loving touch
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, Crystal Stone
Except me.

*

*

*

I was twenty-two years old and more than a thousand miles from my family’s
suburban Pennsylvania home. I had a full-time teaching job in Jackson, Mississippi, but
I longed to be back on the East Coast. Far from the “fixin’ to’s” and “bless your hearts,”
the fried okra and catfish, the pew-postured community’s hallelujahs and hellfire, the
utter loneliness of my southern life. I felt like my heart was beginning to match the
Jackson landscape: flat. Concrete backroads caving under sinkholes near the dormant
volcano.
So I made the trip back home despite the lengthy journey, the growing pile of incomplete work, the twin bed I would sleep on in my thirteen-year-old sister’s bedroom,
home cooking that would add inches to the waist line I worked so hard to disappear.
For just this once, work would have to wait.
* * *
Dad had always been as excited about Christmas as the youngest kids. It was
evident just looking at the house. Over the years he had gathered inflatable Christmas
decorations and various shaped, colored, and sized lights from the day-after-Christmas clearance rack sales. This year, he’d accumulated almost more than our grass
could hold. We had a three-dimensional manger with all the wise men, an inflatable
Santa, reindeer on the roof, and lights covering every inch of gutter and bricks. Dad
refused to live in a house that didn’t have Christmas in every corner.
We all had to wake up at five in the morning on Christmas, a ritual I’d outgrown.
While Dad smiled and ushered us downstairs excitedly, I was pretty groggy and
grumpy. I had a different idea of a vacation. Sleeping until eight would’ve been better.
I tried not to show my misery. I kept reminding myself how nice it was to be back
home, around family, in the house I grew up in and knew intimately. I could walk into
the living room and look into the eyes of the leopard painting that had greeted me in
the family room. I could open the green curtains to see Dad’s Christmas toys scattered
about the front yard. I could listen to the sound of our birds—Romeo (girl) and Juliet
(boy)—named by my gender-blind sisters who welcomed the holiday with us.
Despite feelings of loneliness, insecurity, and grief from my new living situation
and first job, I was determined to be cheerful for the younger ones who still believed in
magic, Santa, and God.
I sat with them by the tree while Dad started the video. Nothing could be opened
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, continued
until Dad started filming. This was a process Dad always taped, and never watched
again.
Because there were five of us, and Dad wanted to see all our reactions, we
opened the gifts one at a time. Dad made sure Christmas lasted as long as it could. He,
too, still believed there was magic in family togetherness.
My brother, Brandon, started, pulling the box open slowly to bother the elevenyear-olds. When the paper fell off the box and the tape was sliced, we finally saw the
inside: a black handgun. Dad offered to store it for Brandon, because college, dormlife, safety—and other obvious things.
Brandon was grateful. It was his turn to pick the next person to open presents.
Megan was jumping up and down, so he picked Lisa, our stepmother, and laughed.
“Not yet!” he told Megan, who whined.
Lisa, too, opened her gift slowly to tease the girls. Megan was lunge-ready, only
half-laughing from sheer desire, eager to rip the red paper for her. Dad made her wait.
Lisa held up her present to show us: another handgun.
“Just what I needed!” she joked, all of us laughing.
Megan, unable to contain herself, ran behind the tree and found the hunting rifle
she was supposed to share with her sisters. It was unwrapped, long and brown like a
skinny metal hunting dog. She held it carefully, making sure to keep the barrel down
away from the people and pets. We’d been trained young.
When it was finally my turn, I opened new PJs. Cotton and fuzzy. Nothing with fire
or bullets.
“Do you not trust me to shoot?” I asked my dad, feeling left out, even though I
only wanted practical things like new poetry books like Denise Duhamel’s Exquisite
Politics.
“It’s not that at all,” he told me. “I just don’t know the gun laws in Mississippi.”
This was funny to me, only because I lived there. Driving along the often empty
highways, I felt expansive and lawless. I assumed the legislation was, too. But he was
right: I didn’t know the laws exactly, just rumors.
We continued opening our presents. I got gift cards, a red wok. My eleven-yearold sister opened a plastic telescope from Santa. My brother: new socks. When they finally opened the strange gifts I bought them, I found Dad’s Christmas spirit. I waited for
my thirteen-year-old sister’s laughter when she saw the couch-sized whoopie cushion
I picked out for her and the eleven-year-olds’ curiosity when they opened their science
experiments.
The scattered objects on the floor were a confusing patchwork plaid, not the kind
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, continued
typically found on Pennsylvania flannels.
“A telescope, science experiments, and guns? What a combination.” I said.
“Nothing wrong with educated rednecks,” My dad smiled with pride.
As a twenty-first century liberal-arts-college graduate and poet, I disagree.
That’s why I’ve never I felt like I belonged anywhere and spent years trying to create a
new landscape for myself in abstract realms like poetry, business, and personal relationships. The geographies of home and then Mississippi felt alien.
Dad’s comment helped me name the displacement I had been feeling ever since
college. My “too conservative” comments and misunderstandings about Marxism in academic spheres. My alarmingly liberal perspectives about the public school system I’ve
shared at family gatherings.
Like the rest of my family, I’m an oxymoron. An “educated redneck.”
But even though we’re all “educated rednecks,” there’s something different about
the way the “redneck” is manifested in each of us. The intelligence, too. I know my dad
certainly doesn’t complicate his life with the same questions I do. He confidently hangs
his “I’ll keep my guns, money, and freedom, you can keep the change” sign in the garage, satisfied with the life he’s building for us.
* * *
When invited on trips, I shot at soda cans with handguns and clay pigeons with
rifles. But I complained about everything. The kickback. The way the metal dug into
my breasts. The wind that blew hair in my face. How my hungover brother and elevenyear-old sisters had better aim than me.
I might’ve been better with guns if they were recycled into something else. If our
guns were stainless steel cellos, I’d sonata them symphonies. If our guns were canvases, I’d Bob Ross them happy flowers and happy stones. If our guns were words or roller
skates, I’d tie their rainbow laces, waltz jump, and tomahawk stop. But they were none
of these things that I could do well. They were hollow hallways I couldn’t walk in.
Like middle school was for my friend in the eighth grade, who was shot because
his cousin didn’t realize the gun’s safety was off.
Or the hallway of my house when I came home late, after curfew, and Dad had his
gun ready, expecting an intruder.
Even though it was not my passion, when everyone in the family got one, I felt like
that late-night intruder again. “I can shoot, too!” I wanted to yell, but I didn’t need to.
Any time I asked, my dad let me tag along.
“Crystal, we’re signing up for a bird hunting retreat over Thanksgiving. Should I
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, continued
sign you up too?” And I said yes, but of course, something came up and I sat out, looking through the pictures in an album a thousand miles away. The same thing happened
the month before, on Halloween, when the family dressed up as the Duck Dynasty
characters and took family photos in orange and camouflage.
Even though I don’t contribute to the gun labors, I reap the benefits every time
I come home: dove sausage, pheasant appetizers, venison jerky or steaks. I used to
daydream of providing for myself that way, too: a self-reliant huntress. I’d hold the gun
and shoot with accuracy. I wouldn’t watch the animal die. I wouldn’t drag its body back
to the car. I wouldn’t butcher it. My ponytail would sit, rugged, with me in the treestand
and when I came home, there’d be peppered steaks at the table.
These days, I daydream of being a self-reliant almost-vegan. I imagine vegetating a garden of sunburn aloe, cilantro, ginger, swiss chard and carrots in an outdoor
terrace. Beside the earthship I built with my own hands. Guns repurposed as hammers,
shovels, and fences to keep bunnies from my food.
Every time I make it back to Pennsylvania, I rest with the family in the living room
or, more truthfully, the “dead animal room.” Beside the baby photos of all five kids, our
sports teams, and family vacations to Ocean City, there’s a taxidermy pheasant. Deer
antlers on opposite ends of the wall. A coat hanger made of deer hooves Dad won at
the local church dinner for hunters a few years back.
I always imagined them retelling the death and resurrection story over venison
steaks at the sportsman’s dinner. A burly man with a long beard would start off: y’all
know Jesus was buried in the barrel of a shotgun. On the third day, God turned the
safety off. Jesus blasted through the universe, arms open and hugging those that loved
him to heaven. His body still bullets through time, claiming lives for God. The bullet lives
in their hearts and takes their stainless steel souls to the golden heavenly streets.
But, of course, that’s not what happens there. Guns and Jesus aren’t the main
attractions. That’s just what outsiders think. It’s a love of the wilderness and community
that brings men there.
If they’re like my dad, their heads are always in a treestand.
With or without his gun or crossbow, that’s where he rests. When he can’t get out,
he spends the morning watching the sunrise in the tall cicada grasses of his favorite
hunting shows.
Every magazine in the basket next to the toilet has articles about the outdoors
and wild animals.
His favorite conversations are about the animals he sees and doesn’t shoot.
My home state needs people like my dad and his friends. Their efforts cheaply
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, continued
manage wildlife habitats that might otherwise suffer overpopulation in the absence of
old predators. Funds from hunting licenses and taxes from gun sales finance conservation projects for game and nongame species.
And many hunting families share. When the food is too much for their freezer,
they provide meals for friends and family.
They keep and reuse what they can’t eat. For those that have enough trophies on
their walls, they make furniture like a deer antler coffee table and chandelier or deerskin leather bags and clothes. If they aren’t crafty themselves, they give to it others who
are.
The gun is just one of many tools in a hunting family’s house. Unlike most Americans, I don’t have strong feelings for or against them. They’re just a part of the landscape of my childhood home and the Pennsylvania countryside.
* * *
For my dad, “redneck” doesn’t just mean a gun-and-tobacco lifestyle. It means
honest, hardworking, self-reliant. A simple life. With prayers before dinner, bed, and
Sundays at church. Designated time in the evening for family activities like watching
Wipeout and Punkin Chunkin. Morning fishing and hunting rituals with the kids. Lemon-seasoned trout for lunch. Sleepytime tea before bed.
“Educated,” for him, is kinesthetic and self-taught. A life spent solving problems
with his own two hands. Researching what he doesn’t understand. Working as many
jobs as needed to pay the bills. Asking for help almost never, but giving back whenever
he can.
Everyone got a gun for Christmas because Dad wanted to share his passions with
the people he loves most. It’s become a family activity: hunting shows, target practice,
walks through the gamelands.
Even our dog Scout joins in.
* * *
For weeks after Scout graduated from puppydom, Dad kept live white birds in
cages in the backyard of our unfenced 10,000 square foot lot. After weeks of practice-hunting, Scout fell in love with the animals and the outdoors, too. Long after the
birds died, Scout still returns to that part of the fence, waiting for their calls and flight.
After years of practice-hunting, I too have fallen in love with the outdoors. Even
though I hold a gun awkwardly and don’t have a hunting license of my own, I respect
the environment of my family.
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EVERYONE GOT A GUN FOR CHRISTMAS, continued
I might fit awkwardly into any landscape I’ve lived before or will live in the future,
the way the gun fits in our house and twenty-first century America. But I appreciate my
surroundings.
Today, my family still lives in Pennsylvania with their guns. Patiently waiting for
the ghost of me that wanted to try, who dreamed herself a self-reliant huntress, prayed
relentlessly to bullet Jesus and worked toward the streets of gold. Even though that’s
not who I am anymore, we still have love and appreciation for each other. For our contradictions. For our gifts. The labors that come from our hands.
* * *
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PORTRAIT OF A POET, Lacie Semenovich
If you want to paint a picture of me,
make the background black and blue
with mountains growing to the sea.
Make my hair brush my shoulders
and flip around the end, dark brown
with reddish tints.
Color my eyes like a waxed dirt floor,
the darkest you can find, because that’s
how I remember my father’s;
put pools of ink inside the brown
that speak of my life and float into
things that people will never know.
Draw my lips straight,
lying one on top of the other,
they never move, might as well freeze
them forever.
Don’t worry about my nose, I’ve never
understood it myself, so do what
you like, just don’t forget the
dirt kisses across the bridge.
Pluck my eyebrows into high arches,
Betsy says they look like my Spanish
grandmother’s.
Cover my ears with my hair because
ears are funny things, they never quite
hear and they look so strange.
Paint my body androgynous, breasts
distract from everything else, but put me in
a dress that swirls around my ankles, green,
the way the sky looks at 7:15 on September
mornings when a rainbow rises from
Appalachian mountain peaks.
I don’t want sleeves, just skinny arms,
and in my left hand draw a story stick
and in my right a pen.
Don’t put shoes on my feet, just
plant me in the sand.
-13-

DREAM, Fabrice Poussin

Materials: Digital Photograph
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THE VILLAGE OF DUNG, Habib Mohana
The small village perched on the hill at the edge of a purling creek. The village
was surrounded by wheat farms and vineyards. The residents of the village ate the
wheat that grew in their farms and drank the milk that came from their buffaloes. They
spent the broiling summer days under the shady trees, chit-chatting and singing songs.
On winter nights they sat around fires, snacked on peanuts and told and listened to
bedtime stories.
Once, a maniacally adventurous explorer suddenly stumbled upon the village.
The long journey and the punishing sun had given him a deep tan complexion. “The sun
was on the verge of sinking when I discovered the village,” he gleefully jotted down
in his dusty diary. He stayed in the village for several months. He made entries into his
diary about the flora and fauna of the village and then about the language, religion and
race of the villagers. The villagers gave him food and lodging and he entertained them
with stories about the life of the city dwellers. One night he told them, “Milk sells in the
city.”
“You must be joking!” the villagers said.
“No I’m not joking,” the explorer said.
When he was about to leave the village he repeated, “Milk sells in the city.”
The villagers did not believe him but he said that someone should go with him
to the city and see for himself. The villagers held a long meeting and at last an intrepid
man was readied to strap a small milk churn to his back and accompany the explorer to
the city.
After a week the man returned to the village and men, women and children
poured out of the houses to welcome him back. “Milk sells in the city,” he showed the
villagers a palmful of shiny coins.
On his second trip to the city he was accompanied by a villager. On the third trip
they were three milk sellers, then their number grew to four and then to five. Soon the
entire village was selling milk.
Now, in winter nights when the villagers sat around the fires they talked about the
city, the money, the dearness, and insecticides.
After some years the city people ran a small freight train to the village for milk but
on the way it was often raided by the savages. To transport milk safely, the city people
laid a pipeline from the village to the city. Half the village men were enlisted in the Elite
Milk Militia that protected the milk pipeline from troublemakers. After some time the city
people suspected the villagers of mixing water in milk. They permanently hooked the
udders of the buffaloes to the milking machines and the machines kept sucking milk all
the time. Now the villagers could not touch milk let alone use it.
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THE VILLAGE OF DUNG, continued
“Our babies don’t have milk to drink?” the villagers complained.
“We’ll send you a truck full of white powder; mix it with water and give it to your
children. This powder-mix is far refreshing and nourishing than the milk that comes
from your dark ugly beasts,” the city people sent a message.
The next day a truck full of white powder bags trundled into the village. The villagers tore open the bags of white powder, upended them into the water pond and
stirred it with spades, rakes and sticks. In no time white chalky liquid was ready and
the villagers brought their children and babies to the pond to drink it. At night tomcats,
jackals, and foxes made forays into the village to lap the white chalky liquid from the
pond. The villagers kept a watchman to keep the wild animals away from the milk pond.
But the watchman’s rifle was useless against the fishes, frogs and crabs that lived in the
milk pond.
Time kept speeding.
“Feed pistachios to the buffaloes, give them rose water to drink, don’t let them
walk, with walking the buffaloes’ milk dries up.” A written order came from the city. The
next morning a truck brought a load of custom-made padlocks to the village and the
villagers secured the legs of the buffaloes with the padlocks.
After some time the city people issued another notification ordering the villagers to replace the old names of the buffaloes with modern ones. The city veterinarians
believed that the modern names would have a pleasant effect on the brains of the buffaloes, which would have a pleasant effect on their stomachs which in turn would relax
their mammary glands thus raising the buffaloes’ milk producing capacity to 65.73%.
One morning a gang of painters descended upon the village and painted the buffaloes white, red and green. Then one afternoon the city people sent a mechanical buffalo stud of improved variety to the village for breeding purposes. The buffalo stud was
made of plastic and it had the appearance of a grey langur. The city people argued that
with the new stud new buffaloes would come in green, purple, pink and beige colours,
and the new breed of buffaloes would have rose bouquets instead of black curly horns,
and they would have golden silk tassels for tails.
The new stud could not differentiate between a buffalo in estrous and a non-estrous one. It was only fond of mounting. After mounting a cow buffalo it would doze
off and remain in that position for days. If it was not able to find a buffalo it mounted a
donkey, a tree, a wall or a heap of manure.
One day the city people saw through the satellite that the village was sinking into
animal excrement and bacteria from the excrement posed a grave threat to milk.
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THE VILLAGE OF DUNG, continued
They lifted the buffaloes into the air with cranes and when the wind blew the buffaloes swung like inflated balloons. When the quadrupeds defecated the village was
hit by poo bombs and the villagers would push their children under the string beds or
tables. Now the buffaloes had turned into skeletons and they were so low on energy
that they could not moo. The buffaloes gazed into the space with their bleary eyes, and
the wind made them swing in the air.
Time kept speeding.
The villagers and buffaloes started shrinking. The buffaloes produced more
shit and less milk and the village kept sinking into the animal shit. After some time the
buffaloes stopped producing milk. The milking machines started sucking their blood.
When the blood reached the city, the experts mixed a wonder chemical with the blood
and turned it into pure refreshing milk.
One day the buffaloes stopped producing blood and the city people forgot about
the village.
A century later, a selfless adventurer was in the midst of a great journey of exploration. He was taking a leak on a tree when he heard low voices emanating from the
nearby dunghill. First he poked his walking stick in it and then squeezed into it through
the narrow pathway. He could not believe his eyes: he saw bean-sized buffaloes, antsized men and women and children the size of millet grain. The tiny people were chatting and busy with their chores. The adventurer scribbled down the time and date of the
discovery of the village in his soiled diary. He gave the news of the newly-discovered
village to the newspapers, radio and TV channels.
The archaeologists, economists, philosophers, poets, anthropologists, and scientists hightailed to the newly-discovered village. For hours they gazed at the tiny
shrunken creatures that were crawling around in the dunghill and presented their valuable opinions. They made their research, published bulky theses on how the humans
and buffaloes of the newly discovered villages could have shrunk.
Soon the newly discovered village was accorded the status of the world heritage
site.
The international media started a hue and cry that the elements and thieves were
wreaking havoc with the newly discovered village. The world leaders lashed out at the
rulers of the country where the village with shrunken creatures was situated. “You, daft
idiots, you aren’t doing enough to save the marvel of nature from harsh climate. If you’re
strapped for cash we’ll give money, if you lack expertise we’ll provide you the expertise.”
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THE VILLAGE OF DUNG, continued
A white palatial building with lofty domes was erected in the heart of the city and
the newly discovered village was shifted to the newly-built building with the help of
machines. The façade of the building carried a bold caption THE VILLAGE OF DUNG.
Tourists from all over the world came in droves to have a peek at the “The Village
of Dung”. They gawked at their beloved sight and debated its beauty, silence and pureness. “You people are so lucky that you are the inheritors of those geniuses who founded The Village of Dung. Take wealth, science, and skyscrapers from us and in return
give us this architectural wonder.” The tourists often said to the inheritors of The Village
of Dung.
“No, we’ll not exchange it with all the treasures of the universe,” the inheritors of
The Village of Dung would reply.
“Sorry, time is up, we’re closing now.” The attendants of the Village of Dung announced.
“But we’ve to see the curator of….” the tourists argued.
“He’s gone abroad. He’ll return after a week. Sorry, time is up,” the attendants
shepherded the tourists out of the building.
The white palatial building was lit with thousands of lights, its white marble floor
was shining as if it were made of diamonds, the curator of the Village of Dung scurried
into the building, he was tailgated by a swarm of tourists, students and researchers.
He delivered a short fascinating lecture on the history of the Village of Dung. Then he
turned the key in the lock and opened the glass door.
“Today the weather is friendly so we can open the door of the Village of Dung. It
is awfully fragile, you know.” The curator spoke over his half-moon spectacles and the
visitors held their breath. Very gingerly he inserted his right index finger into the pile of
animal waste, scores of men, women, children and buffalos bunched up on his finger.
He slipped the finger out of the glass case and held it before the gawking visitors.
“Wow, incredible, this is called creation! This is a true marvel of the universe. Can
any other civilization show us something like it? Unbelievable!,” he brought his finger to
his lips and kissed the tiny creatures that crawled on it.
“All my research is on them. I have dedicated my entire life to them. These are my
children or rather I am their child. Amazing!,” he kissed them, and tears welled into his
puffy piggy eyes. “I love them more than my children. I give them more time than I give
to my family. Wow, unbelievable! This is called creation. This should not be called The
Village of Dung rather it should be called The village of Gold.”
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WEEKDAYS TOO, George Briggs
Boil water, then spoon / coffee into the maw of / the upcoming day // Forsythia bloom / no matter
how late you are / for the staff meeting // It’s difficult being / both alive & human / delighted by
spring // What sort of poem could / contain all the gray of mornings / these sad same wet days? //
Let’s stare out over / grave matters of daily dread / to see daffodils // fragments of summer / they
arrive thick as false hope / on weekday mornings. // Leftovers for lunch / oozy oily thick endless
/ afternoon clocks stretch // tick tick tick all over / again seconds bloom & pass / like cars do
flowers // Coffee after noon? / If I do I’ll be up all night / and ruin tomorrow. // It’s becoming
harder / to believe laconic skies / soft feathers of rain // Speak of finishing / deep gray sigh of
evenings, still / some elation remains // when your sole touches / carpark asphalt all asteam / &
the sun rears through // In oily puddles / saffron forsythia bloom / as hazard lights // Arriving, we
pause / driveway hesitation / peepers faintly sing // Diminishing day / yet unwarm still glowing
sun / gains spring tomorrow.
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FIRST STEPS, Eleanor Capaldi
I don’t even know if I’m supposed to be here. On one level I think so, and there
are flickers of recognition with some in the crowd, but I still don’t know if this is really
the place for me. What I do know is that the real world beyond here, doesn’t feel right
any more. I’m lucky, elsewhere you have to book tickets and pay but this one is in the
public square, free to enter. If need be, I can pass it off as if I wandered in, out of curiosity. That’s what I’ll say if anyone asks me what I’m doing here. It’s overwhelming. By
the end of the day my eyes will be scattered with rainbows. The Glasgow grey backdrop is giving its usual summer finest, which imbues every colour, every feather, every
flag, with more magic for being there so brightly. As usual I told my parents I was heading into town, with no real specifics. I’ll have to watch out for any news cameras and
make sure I’m not in the frame, just in case. I saw they covered it in the local news the
last time and the stranger in the pub said that it was okay to fuck whoever you wanted
but why did they have to be so public about it. I didn’t notice anyone having sex in the
square though. A few kisses, that was all. I wonder what it would be like to hold a girl’s
hand. There’s a stage, music is blaring, there’s a tent for drinks, and it’s over spilling,
there are stalls and stalls from different places and I’ve not heard of any of them before; “equality”, “inclusion”, “hidden histories”. Incrementally turning my head here and
there I probably look stranded. Can I look at my phone and pretend a friend has let
me down… It’s meant to be about community but I’m alone. How do you make friends
again? I feel like I’ve never made a friend ever because now I have to all over again,
instead of in school when you were automatically given a class of 30 people to choose
from. “Watch!” I took one step, one step outside my little circle and I’ve been yelled at
already. Turns out I’ve just placed a damp, ridged footprint on someone’s placard. Ffs.
“I suppose it was only going to last one year anyway.” I managed to get my foot right
in the middle of a “breakfast roll, not gender roles” sign, which brings a smile. I don’t
recognise the voice but I’ve seen the face before. One of the after schools, where a
few schools met up for study practice. It was meant to be motivational. We all turned
up, sat down in silence, and revised on our own. It meant you got through it, but was
hardly inspirational. I know this person though. “You were at the…” “Oh yeah, how did
you do?” “Not bad, I passed.” “You aced them didn’t you?” “… not as well as everybody
hoped.” “Me neither! I’m Blue by the way.” Blue. They had an excellent shirt game, this
one looked like it had vintage gramophones printed all over it. Mine had old film reels.
I went to mention it but they were drifting away. “Maybe see you around later yeah?”
“Yeah…!” They probably thought I had other people coming. Or they were just caught
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FIRST STEPS, continued
up with their mates. It was fine. It would probably be too much, it’s been info overload all day, and to meet a whole group of new people might just be too much and I
shouldn’t worry about it and I should just keep looking around and let’s call it a day with
this it’s fine it doesn’t matter there will be other chances-a corner of the placard is within my eyeline, with new scribbles added, “- find me online.” And with a smile, they’re
away.
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NO RUSH, Miranda Sun
Let the lake claim your love:
where the shore grows fat
with foam, spits up curves
of cleaned bone. A bathtub beached
on its side, old and pink. It lived
in a house whose timbers knew not
sea but salt. Once, the tub
bubbled with lemon and bergamot;
once, knees pressed then bruised
against the swell of its peach-tinted
belly. Now, gravel knocks its fingers
on the outside of the pastel flanks,
and gray-cloaked gulls pebble
their pink feet down the rosy slope
toward the drain: fishing for a swoop
of dark, dark hair to fashion
a shallow nest among the rushes,
a nest for new hearts.
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I AM INDIYA, Shalini Mahapatra
Dear Diary,
I am Indiya. I am a mother, a daughter and a wife above all a woman. I live in the second most populated country of the world, and perhaps one of the most unsafe places
to be born a woman. Did I choose being a woman? No I did not. It was all because the
XX chromosomes came together and I was declared a homogametic sex. Thankfully, I
was not dumped or aborted, but reared with some dignity and education allowing me to
write to you.
In my country, the sex ratio is a matter of concern as it is highly unstable. The sex ratio
of India is 107.48, i.e., 107.48 males per 100 females in 2019. It means that India has
930 females per 1000 males. In absolute terms, India has 48.20% female population
compared to 51.80% male population. An alarming gap, hence there is trouble, but no
realization. Today, I mother two daughters. I too was in a situation where I was asked
to drop my second female fetus, but I had the guts to resist and bring her to life. While
I am amazed the way the nation is progressing, I am thoughtful regarding the progress
of my daughters and the women of the country.
In the last week of November 2019, I came across the gruesome news of the rape of
a twenty-six-year old assistant veterinary surgeon by four men. All the culprits were
school dropouts, who forced the victim to consume alcohol, raped her, brutally strangled her and then burnt her after the ghastly act. Leaving her charred mortal remains
near a culvert they had satisfied their inhuman urge and thus become cold blooded
murderers. The event happened in the outskirts of the famous city of Hyderabad.
I watched the Human Resource Minister of Telangana convey his dismay and also share
his pain with the family regarding the incident. He pointed out that the victim should
have made a call to the police at “100” instead of calling her sister and informing her
about her precarious situation. I am sure Mr. Minister can never relate to this situation.
I can relate to such situations, as I grew up saving myself from similar circumstances in
the past. When my heart pumped extra liters of blood, I would turn pale and cold but
still sweat and hurriedly rush to a safe corner and then never take the same road alone
again. Now I am careful and vigilant as I am in charge of myself and my two daughters.
That the victim, an educated vet, had committed the error of ignoring to dial to the police under circumstances; women please keep Mr. Ministers’ advice handy.
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I AM INDIYA, continued
The Hyderabad rape had an impact. I was mortified .I was terrified. I was worried. I was
looking for a remedy. I was in search of a long term solution. I was concerned about
the upcoming generation. I was suspicious looking at the men I saw everywhere and
wherever I looked around. No, not all men are perverts, but unfortunately I could hardly
gather the conscience and courage to separate the barn and the wheat in such is the
scenario. I cursed myself for being judgmental towards all men.
I live in a country where all issues can be swirled into a political agenda. This rape too
is undergoing the same fate. In 2012, another Para Medical student underwent a grisly situation in the national capital, New Delhi, when she was gang raped by six men in
a moving bus and then brutally thrown out of the bus. She was left to fight her battle
for survival. She was named ‘Nirbhaya’ meaning ‘fearless,’ and she finally succumbed
to ruthless brutality. The nation came together, and so did the political opposition. The
news channels covered every bit, they had a story. Online petitions were filed, candle
marches were held, charge sheets were filed. There was a wave of uproar and anguish.
Although the culprits were declared guilty, today, almost eight years after the Nirbhaya
case, the case still awaits a final closure.
Post-Nirbhaya, nothing has changed. Rapes have continued to be a frequent ingredient in my society. Not to forget the chilling Kathua rape case that involved the abduction, rape, and murder of a 8-year-old girl, Asifa Bano, in Jammu and Kashmir, January
2018. Rapes are recklessly done, for the limping pace at which the judiciary functions.
The conviction and the verdict can take years.
A day after the Hyderabad rape, a thirty-two-year-old woman was molested and gang
raped in the southern state of Tamilnadu. Just two days thereafter, another rape was
reported at Puri in the eastern state of Orissa, committed by four culprits disguised as
police. The girl, in her early twenties, was offered help by the police and then taken to
the police quarters and raped. In a week, the media could tap on around ten rape cases
across the country, involving females of different ages.
I remain Indiya just as I was yesterday. My fate remains unknown. All my other country women live and breathe the same air of fear and uncertainty as I do. Do I have a
choice? No, I don’t. None of the political parties of the past and in the present have had
‘Rape” listed in their election agenda or manifesto. The voices are loud only when the
media is active in covering such heinous acts and reports it. The media does build pres-24-

I AM INDIYA, continued
sure but not a sustaining one.
My dear diary, I will not record the date, day, or time on today’s’ entry, as there will be
many more rape dates that you and I will come across in the coming days and years.
Many women will lose dignity, humility and life. The judiciary will indeed deliver justice,
but it will possibly be a delayed verdict. I will remain Indiya even in 2020, and will have
to accept that I live in a country that has been futile in protecting its women. I am living
in a country where crime against women is as common as butchering a goat. Today, we
the people have come into terms by accepting the fact that justice delayed is justice
denied.
I look forward to write to you again when I come across some positive changes and
concrete steps giving me a sense of safety for myself and other women of the country.
Perhaps that day I will put a date, day, and time to my entry.
So long,
Indiya.
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HISTORY OF PROPHETS,

Nazli Karabiyikoglu, author
Eylul Deniz Doganay, translator

Somehow, a praying mantis on the move from one branch to another landed on
her finger instead, and its light green legs hugged her knuckle. The girl leveled with the
mantis, raising her hand up to her face and looked into the creature’s yellow eyes. She
couldn’t feel its weight, a frail being compared to her. She asked it what it was before
taking the form of a mantis, then its antennae slowly stretched.
A grave crime was committed in the land humans occupied
She was scared the mantis would fly away any second; trying not to panic, she
gently brought her finger closer to her nose. Above her head, trees formed a copious
yet still capacious canopy and let in only some of the sunbeams. Further ahead, the
sound of running water echoed, a tempting indication that she could soon quench her
thirst. Yet again, the itching idea that this encounter with the mantis couldn’t have been
just a coincidence beat her urge to hydrate, and she asked it, “Which crime, the green
master?”
A grave crime was committed in the land humans occupied. And because of that the
ground cracked open and the sky bewailed
She placed it even closer to her finger and waited for the mantis to reach and step
on her nose. And it did, her eyes following it. Uncomfortable as it was, she chose to
breathe more softly, to stand still and hear the mantis talk.
A grave crime was committed in the land humans occupied. And because of that the
ground cracked open and the sky bewailed
The sun shut down
All that because the just and supreme jungle was tortured to death, The jungle held
within the soul of the universe
Her head dropped, her voice shattered. She felt ashamed in the name of her kind.
Though for a moment, she wanted to tell the mantis about the place she left behind.
Then her lips stopped her, got in the way of violence that would spill out of her mouth.
A grave crime was committed in the land humans occupied
That year, the ground rejected those who harvested crops twice a year
Those who fed their herds without appreciation
They changed Moses’ commandments with theirs
Raids took place, they took horses, rhinos, lions
They skinned them all, made foul-looking headdresses
Even wore their claws on their limbs,
their fur on their backs, bones around their necks
They had temples, they worshipped something there
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HISTORY OF PROPHETS, continued
But a grave crime was committed in the land humans occupied
She kept silent, and every silent second the humans’ dignity lessened. She wanted to say something still. She tried to say something to the mantis with the odd sounds
she let out of her throat. That made the pseudo-pupils in the mantis’ eyes grow.
A time had come, somehow, and the merciful cosmos was reborn in the human
body.
The mantis asked to absolve her
The resurrected jungle then accepted her
Sent pieces of its heart of light on her forehead, in her rib cage, between her legs
Forest floors flourished, animals, waters, and all others woke up from a dream
And the jungle compromised its celestial existence, for humankind, once again
One of the mantis’ legs stepped on her eyebrow and it jumped somewhere she
couldn’t tell where. She searched for her voice to call out to the mantis, and found it
too, but she lacked the courage to use it. She was dehydrated. She was also hungry,
and the felt dress she’d been wearing for days reeked, which all compounded her thirst
for that water. An hour later, she found the shimmering river. She drank handfuls, armfuls even. Something touched her tongue, she pulled her head away from the surface
and saw a fish that hung from her front teeth. She leaned forward again, dipped the
fish’s tail in, thinking it would want to get back into the river. But the fish didn’t let go. So
she grabbed its tail and lifted it up so that she could see one of its eyes.
I was about to take the human form and teach her to be one with the cosmos
The tail stung her fingers; she carefully held the fish by the scales under its gills,
focusing on not squeezing it. “What is your teaching?”
I was about to take the human form and teach her to be one with the cosmos
So that humans could see moral purity
So that their soul could differ from matter
I was going to make it possible for humans to thrive
In the jungle, without harming it
The one living underground could maybe hear her voice, just maybe. Though that
may have seemed far-fetched, considering the teaching of the fish. She tried to put together at least some sounds, and as grittily as it was, she asked, “Why did we fail? Why
couldn’t we fit in?”
I was going to make it possible for humans to thrive this time
In the jungle, without harming it
For that I worked for you, produced phosphor, and kneaded the sand
When my creation came to life, I sprinkled the words of water on it
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HISTORY OF PROPHETS, continued
And left that itty bitty thing to some woman’s lap
I flew away and asked for the skies to help me along the way
She tasted the blood running down her throat. In the cavity of her mouth, sounds
were clashing. The chaos must have scared it off, the fish let go of her teeth and
jumped back into the water.
She went on her way, crossed the calm river. She hiked for a while and began
climbing a hill. At its peak, she saw the city with the snowy mountains behind it, it was
only a forest away. Songs in her belly, heavy breathings in her nose. Even the wet skirts
of her dress were lighter. While she entered the woods, bushes scratched her bare
legs, thorns penetrated her leather shoes and scarred her soles. She passed through
the moist, the chill, the warmth. Trees grew and shrank before and around her, intimidating lengths. Trees with rotting grave holes in them, trees with nest holes with life
in them. She touched their shells as she walked, then an outgrowing root grabbed her
ankle. She fell on her face. Soil pulling her face in, branches spiraling around her limbs.
Right when the adrenaline kicked in, a whisper soothed her. Her heartbeat turned to
normal, and mud filled her nose.
We regret giving you the kid
There, her nose picked up the seed. If she had a pointier nose, she could have
shoved her face deeper and looked at the seed right in the eye. She wasn’t sure she
could be heard, but still, she grittily asked, without moving her earth-filled mouth,
through her throat and chest, “Why?”
We deeply regret giving you the kid
The one who heard about what happens above the skies
She’d always put us first when she talked, not one of her phrases lacked that essence
Not because she wanted them to worship her
But because she got to know the sun of suns, she was made of the dust beyond stars
And she will turn back to stardust
Keep away from her
The power of will heated her body in mud, pierced her felt dress. Worms and
bugs swarmed around and ate all the fabric. She lay naked on the ground. “Who did
what to the kid?”
The order of sharing the earth, the water, the animals, and the jungles
The order of a perfectly functioning system
We used branches, worms, and thorns to open up her chest
Hid our faith in her ribs, calmed the gods before her and
Gave her your form
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But she was air, nail, mane, cocoon, trachea, lichen
She was all of nature, and she rose only to tell you
To stay humble
And what did we do, she meant to ask, but her voice shattered again. Cosmos spit
her out; she gushed out of the soil and hit her head on a spruce tree. Once she regained
her consciousness, she got up and went on her way. She didn’t mind being naked, the
city was real close. Yet her mind was way off her path.
She was a messenger, carrying the word of Vaisyas to the Sudras. She’d been
chosen because she knew the tongue. Go tell them, they said. “Go tell them that the
daughter of light was born among us. Which means that the jungle, animals, furs, and
water between us is all ours. If they submit, we can always share our knowledge. Or
else, they will remain in the dark.”
Her arms heavy, her legs bent under the weight of her task, she had been making
this trip for three years. She finally saw the plain with the path that led to the city. She
wanted to run and be done with the rest of the road quickly. For that she had to eat. She
stood on her knees and looked for tasty mushrooms beneath tree trunks. She found
some and shoved a handful into her mouth. With each bite swallowed, she felt energy
dispersing throughout her body. She went on her way, her pace quickening, she was
now running. The faster she ran the higher her feet elevated her, the muscles in her upper thighs burnt, she literally ran out of breath. Something big and soft surrounded her,
held her tight, patches of hair hurt her skin. The softness lifted her up and leveled their
eyes. When met, she was baffled by the eye that matched her hand’s size, she held
onto the trunk wrapped around her waist.
Listen close, as a degenerate member is about to be expelled from the pack
She was being carried by an elephant. As the giant animal moved, she could see
a reddish cavity under its trunk. What a lovely thing to catch glimpses of, she thought.
She had to find some way to communicate, but that couldn’t be her voice because she
couldn’t breathe anymore. What degenerate? From where?
Listen close, as a degenerate member is about to be expelled from the pack
You the enemies of the jungle, shame on you
If you seek to harm the wild rather than nurture it
And be certain of one thing, when asked to prove its power
Through some miracles, the jungle’s wrath doesn’t destroy idols or cities
But rather their makers
She saw her entire head reflecting in the elephant’s eye. She was craving to “talk”,
but her throat acted up again. Suddenly, whatever it was that kept her from talking went
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away, and she found herself screaming at the top of her lungs. Screaming like she’d
been tied all this time but finally set free. When at last she stopped, the elephant’s
pupil had almost reached the outer circle, blacking out most of its iris. She took a deep
breath; this time she was going to control her voice box. Her throat let her; she called
out to the animal with actual words and watched as its wrinkly eyelid opened up wide.
A degenerate member is about to be expelled from the pack
Beware of sacrificing animals in your temples
Since everything created has a purpose in the cosmos
An elephant like me, and a seed like that one on the ground
We have the same amount of memories
It is the jungle that engraves this circulation in that seed
Successively from the first lichen, to the first mushroom,
to the one that entered the water
And grew fins in there
Everything you have, around you, above and below you
You owe all to the jungle, that seed is eternal
Sometimes it is a pea, sometimes a memory
Sometimes language
She couldn’t believe how fluent her answer was. On top of that, the elephant had
understood her. She took strength from its two pearly-white, elongated tusks and it
dropped her back on the ground and felt the air getting sucked into its trunk.
Don’t you cry anymore, my children
She saw a glimpse of the future: the blood that ran in trails down the elephant’s
eye towards the cavities where its tusks once were. She went under the giant head and
touched the hard skin on its front leg. They exchanged blessings, and the elephant
opened up an old trail leading to the city for her, breaking branches and smooshing tall
bushes.
Don’t you cry anymore, my children
She followed the path, covered her privates when she felt the urge but still kept
on running. She entered the city from a corner where houses owed their roofs to the
soil and made her way into the town square. She dared to pronounce the word square
as she had managed to talk to the elephant earlier. But the problem was that she knew
what she was trying to say out loud, and so she couldn’t achieve the right sounds, or
any sounds for that matter. She gave up and noticed the dwellers gathering up at the
square. What they stared at must have been way more interesting that they didn’t even
budge to look at the naked girl who had stopped covering herself with her hands.
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Above everyone’s heads, she saw someone suspended on what seemed like a
giant embroidery hoop, in the middle of the crowd.
Don’t you wander in the dark
She moved forward to see that soldiers with tiger skin capes hammering something on the one already suspended in mid-air. People were asking questions, she
repeated the questions, only in her mind. Who are you? Where did you come from? No
one told us about you before. No one knew your name either.
Don’t you wander in the dark anymore
They brought a crown woven of thorns, tied it around the head, and raised the
hoop even higher. The girl’s arms also reached up high, felt like the right thing to do.
Before anyone else, she picked up a stone and held it in her palm.
Don’t you wander in the dark anymore
“What about the teachings of Moses?” they ask
You are telling a whole different story; you say that you can cleanse
Our hearts and history
Do not depend on a human-made miracle
You neither know about the now nor about the past
It is the cosmos that mastered time
They began throwing rocks at the hoop, some hit the target. She leaped forward
and tried to intercept, she told them to stop. She meant to say, “The earth can’t hurt the
one made of earth,” yet she couldn’t.
A daughter should not replace her mother
She stood near the poll that carried the hoop. She felt the blood of the mantis, the
soil and the elephant running in her. She found power. She raised her arms again, this
time to touch the feet screwed on wood.
A daughter should not replace her mother
As her mother is the nature, who also gave birth to that son
She craved to say something. Again. She was a messenger, carrying the word of
Vaisyas to the Sudras. She turned around and faced the crowd. Then, without hesitation, she climbed on the hoop to get the crown from the bleeding head and put it on
herself. She wanted to scream that the one they hanged was their savior.
She stepped down and looked at the cauterized groins of the woman.
Three days passed, soldiers never left their side. She was waiting there, with the
crown on her head, as still as the woman rotting on the hoop. Their breathings were
slowing down in sync. She was just a messenger, carrying the word of Vaisyas to the
Sudras. She’d been chosen because she knew the tongue. Go tell them, they said. “Go
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tell them that the daughter of light was born among us, once again. Which means that
the jungle, animals, furs, and water between us is all ours. If they submit, we can always
share our knowledge. Or rather, let’s bring them into the light. Let’s match your daughter with the daughter of light.”
Soldiers never left their side
The folks came to watch them, then left, then came back again
Meanwhile her mother cried and prayed
She called the mantis first, then the fish, then the elephant
As the final day came to an end, the one on the hoop was relieved of her pain
Her body was now an empty carcass
On the fourth day, her skin had almost turned transparent, her bones showing
through. She was spitting with what sounded like attempts to speak when the soldiers
poked her. She decided to face their commander, hoped to convey her message. She
tried her best. The commander, the soldiers, the dwellers, nobody believed her. She
was put in the same grave as the woman on the hoop.
In that country washed with the Mediterranean’s salt
Mighty trees and the soil she was buried into took her in
Why on earth a Holy Light would devote itself to humans
Underground, at the heart of all life, she met a worm and a snake. She coiled up
with them. Her bones and marrow fed the mantis, the fish, and the elephant.
She stayed on the hoop until the day she met the new humans
When found, “Why did you keep looking for me?” she asked
“Didn’t you know that I had to be at my mother’s house?”
Three more days passed and the commander asked the soldiers to move the
grave to another location. On the day of duty, soldiers found the grave open and empty.
The bodies were gone. May their message be our hymn. She thought she was a messenger carrying the word of Vaisyas to the Sudras. But in fact, she was on a quest to
introduce people to humanity.
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CROWN FLORA, Sandhya Vikram

Materials: Mixed Media
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						 Mohamad A. Aly, author
THE BELLS OF PAIN, Essam M. Al-Jassim, translator
He stood there furious, his arms crossed stiffly, waiting for me at the restaurant gate.
His gaze locked onto the nearby street corner, his pupils fixated on the curved route
that exposed people arriving.
I carefully slowed the car, approaching the place with the expectation of pentup rage he seemed about to unleash upon me as the result of my actions today. In his
eyes, I’d committed a capital crime, disrupted a full day’s work, and consequently, the
customers had fled into the open arms of our competitors. Today’s income had evaporated, and the loss of the laborers’ wages was a cross he had to bear. For that reason
alone, he had the right to hang me from the oak looming over the restaurant’s gate.
I observed his face as I approached, briskly edging closer to the sidewalk. I shut
off the engine, promptly halting where he stood.
My malfeasance was indefensible; I had nothing to say. From the first day I’d
started working for him, I’d known my assignments were inviolable—only death could
excuse me from providing the necessary restaurant supplies. I had to wake up before
the birds left their nests to arrive at the market, deliver the needed fruit and vegetables
for the day’s dinner, and return by noon to initiate the regular operations of the restaurant, setting the tables for the incoming customers.
Again, I studied his expression as I drew nearer to where he stood. I hadn’t
brought the daily required victuals. My wife was frighteningly ill, and I’d taken her to the
hospital at midnight, so I hadn’t been able to go to the market. I knew my punishment:
dismissal. I thought of running away, saving my ears from disturbing comments, but
taking the easy way out wasn’t my style. If he wouldn’t give me the chance to explain,
I’d just turn my back and leave.
Exiting the car, I proceeded with caution.
Yes, the activities in the restaurant had been disrupted—that was my greatest sin.
I wouldn’t ask for his sympathy.
He looked grouchy, lips pursed. His temper manifested itself through the swollen
veins on his forehead, throbbing and visible to the naked eye.
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THE BELLS OF PAIN, continued
“Hello,” I said in a faint voice.
He stared at me, resolute and unswerving, without uttering a sound. I felt certain
he was searching for the words to inform me of his decision.
His large, heavy hands settled on my shoulders, and the words came out of his
mouth slowly—a lull before the storm. “Why didn’t you tell me?”
Say what?
I had no time for talking. My wife was sinking into a bottomless abyss, and death
was a looming destination.
He reached into the pocket of his jacket, surely to hand me the rest of my dues
and ask me to leave. To my surprise, he took out some money, tucked it into my hands,
and asked me to go back to the hospital and not hesitate to call if I needed anything
else.
For a moment, I didn’t understand. I threw my gaze upon the stretch of his
wounded face in a fugue. When I regained my awareness, the bells of pain struck in my
chest, and an overwhelming ache swept over my body. I tried to talk, but the sounds
faded from my lips. Instead, I just cried.
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OF COURSE, Dave O’Leary
I have never been
so comfortable
in sleep,
hitting snooze buttons,
rolling over
and over
under blankets
on my half of a full bed,
so happy
to wake
alone
and walk
to the sofa
where the other
half lies, sometimes
asleep, sometimes
tapping a phone
for words
and stories,
sometimes
simply watching TV,
so content
with that first drink
of an evening
that used to signify
a night alone
heading toward
wakeful oblivion
but now
is a beginning
as the drinks
no longer pile
up to fall over
with their clanking
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OF COURSE, continued
sounds
in the lonely
wee hours
but rather
they lead always
to more drinks
and hugs
and kisses
and sometimes apologies,
“I’m sorry
I got so drunk,”
as the nights
arc and curve
back to the bedroom,
to sleep,
sleep that leads again
to waking,
to more hugs
and squeezes
and declarations,
“You have my whole heart,”
and promises to start it
all over again
when the sun goes down
and the mundane
responsibilities of our lives
have been fulfilled
and the phrase
is uttered,
the beautiful phrase,
the magical
question of all possibilities,
“Want to go to
the Pub tonight?”
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JANUARY, J.I. Kleinberg
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ENTANGLED, J.I. Kleinberg
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MOIETIES, Robert Boucheron
The land of Acirema was blessed. Its inhabitants were rich, the envy of the world.
People from all over, toting luggage and small children, arrived at the borders and
clamored, “Let us in!” Or they sneaked in and worked at low-wage jobs that nobody
wanted.
You might expect the Aciremans, who enjoyed such plenty, to share and live in
harmony. Instead, they fought bitterly, divided into moieties.
One moiety professed belief in the god Moolah. Supposedly, Moolah listened to
the prayers of his followers and dealt out rewards and punishments. Like the Moolahans, he delighted in constant sacrifice.
The other moiety said there was no god, only nature. All ages, genders, and
classes called each other “buddy.” The Buddies were relaxed and casual. They compared life to a wheel and said, “What goes around comes around.”
The division ran right through society, from top to bottom and left to right. Whatever issue came up for discussion, one moiety was for, the other against. Each picked a
circus animal as its mascot, a symbol like X for Moolah and O for Buddyism, and colors
on a map of Acirema. Even the weather was up for grabs. The Buddies said it was getting worse, while the Moolahans said, “The rain falls on the just and the unjust.”
Now, as it happened, Acirema was not a kingdom. The inhabitants called their
form of government an experiment. They believed they were equal before the law and
free citizens endowed with rights, not the least of which was the right to vote. Every four
years they elected a Potentate, to whom they granted sweeping powers.
Like all things in Acirema, the office oscillated. A Moolahan Potentate gave way
to a Buddy, who in turn gave way to a Moolahan, and so on. The Aciremans were not
fickle, exactly, but slick propaganda and high-priced ads bamboozled the voters. Every
four years, they exercised their right, and the outcome was as fair as a roll of the dice.
Impatient members of the moiety out of power accused the Potentate of dreadful
crimes, such as pride, greed, lust, envy, gluttony, envy, and sloth. They caught him lying
and said these lies amounted to treason.
All Aciremans were sticklers for rules. They talked about the rule of law, and they
said, “No one is above the law.” Leaders made cautious statements to the press, lawyers filed suits to block Potential decrees, and courts delayed.
The result was deadlock, confusion, and noise. To complicate the situation, the
Potentate asserted powers nobody had heard of. He goaded the other moiety, who
howled even louder. Foreigners were aghast. “An unedifying spectacle,” they said.
Maybe Acirema was not so blessed.
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MOIETIES, continued
Those denied entry, and some already in and hiding in the shadows, gathered up
their luggage and small children. Their own countries had customs they understood, a
language they spoke, and food they could digest. Quietly, they left. Caught up in the
strife of the moieties, the Aciremans didn’t bat an eye.
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REMEMBRANCES OF A LIST-MAKER, Diane Elayne Dees
The poolside pal who came by
to borrow a record album, the hands
that reached through my car window,
the man who followed me home,
the senator who joked about his “joint,”
my partner’s houseguest who appeared
before me naked when we were alone
in the house, the judge who suddenly
appeared behind me in a bar—
I remember each of them,
though I would prefer to forget them.
Some of them were “joking,” some
of them were “harmless.” All of them
made me feel powerless, some of them
frightened me. The word “victim”
is out of fashion—and yes, most of us
survived—but we are still victims,
less so if we remain quiet. I was younger,
I remained quiet. And even now,
I have nothing to say, except
“me too,
“me too….
“me too.”
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ALEJANDRO, Tomer Peretz

Materials: Oil on Canvas
Dimensions: 72” x 60”
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ALON, Tomer Peretz

Materials: Oil on Canvas
Dimensions: 72” x 60”
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SOUR ACID ON TONGUE, Omotoyosi Salami
Here is how the camel’s back
breaks:
We’re at a party in the middle of the night, in the middle of nowhere,
the lights swirl and a drink floats in my hand. And the night air
bites, but it promises to lick soothingly after, so I guess that’s
okay.
			
You stumble outside and I
follow. I always follow—I can’t let you out of my
sight. A girl is topless and about to jump into the
pool, and you can’t stop looking,
and I can’t stop looking too.
Only one of these facts is a surprise. I
think I would fight the water
				
if it took her. I think I would grab her braids before it can. You
touch my face, and my heart freezes. My fists ball. I smile the prettiest smile. How
does it feel, that we both are doing
something that will cause somebody to cry? I ask you. The boy who threw this
party will cry. His father will hit him with a leather belt
several times. He’s used to it. He
wishes he were not. We both know
							we’re no longer talking about the boy.
The boy does not exist. We’re really in the room with the slashed curtains and broken
windows,
					
broken red glass all over the floor like rose petals.
What do you know of love, you ask me, You know nothing of love. You don’t know how
far love could go if stretched,
You don’t know the meaning of love in all the languages. Ife, Ifunaya, Soyayya, and the
cracking of a whip,
and the sweet kiss of a balled fist, a
flinging against a wall. I know nothing, I have said it always,
				
all I am is a pair of rosy cheeks.
This ritual is one we have observed many many times,
							
but tonight’s violence is a broken record.
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SOUR ACID ON TONGUE, Omotoyosi Salami
Tonight, the drama makes my eyes pop out of their sockets.
And the ground is trembling like my lips, and somewhere in the background,
a four-legged animal howling,
									 trotting into the darkness,
into the sharp end of a sword.
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THE OTHER DAY I SAW
MY SWEET SISTER, Omotoyosi Salami
I
You’re standing there, in that tight nude dress, and I want to drop to my knees and beg.
II
You’re saying stand up, this is a restaurant, you’re embarrassing me, as if you have a
history of men and women kneeling for you, as if you’re saying but not here, and I’m
howling and screaming, you can have any man, all men fall for you, please leave the
King be.
III
But you’re running your tongue over your teeth and now, I’m seeing things from the
King’s perspective.
IV
On the ceiling there’s a sign that says eat whatever you like.
V
He hung me upside down in the sun until all I could remember was his name.
VI
Are you listening? Is anyone, anything in there, in that hollow, cruel vessel of yours,
other than dangerous beauty?
VII
I’m curious. I want to ask if he took you like he took me—
VIII
Did he fish you from a river, bait hooked into your throat, make you fall to the ocean for
him for water breath, or did he shoot you like an animal? Did you expect the boom?
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THE OTHER DAY I SAW
MY SWEET SISTER, continued
IX
Let’s skip all of these irrelevant formalities, and do not let me go lightly, call it what it is:
a shameless desperation.
X
I am shameless and I don’t mean this in a good way, I’m not complimenting myself.
XI
Flattery is not flattery if I can see through the lie;
the other woman is not the other woman if she is not irresistible,
if she is not worth the damnation of hellfire and the risk of poison in the ribs.
XII
Now I’m wondering, between you two, who is king and who isn’t?
XIII
Still I beg, still I grovel,
can I get up from the gravel now? Does he like his eggs scrambled?
Does he like his other women sprawled on a soft bed, neck bent but it’s only drama,
does he like to swell their lips first
or does he like your thighs initially closed and tightly guarded, like with me?
I don’t know what I would be without him.
Except

I do know, I would be nothing without him.
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CLEARING MEMORIES, Colin Johnson

You were sitting there the last time I walked out of the forest on this path. The
memory stops me dead. It was nearly three years ago, but I can still see your hair moving in the wind, the purple jeans you had worn most weekends that summer, the new
heavy walking shoes you said would keep your feet dry all winter. You were sitting in
one of the frame chairs we left out here. They were easy to move across the clearing,
to follow the sun’s progress, while we watched the light and the cloud shadows on the
lake. As I sat down beside you, I saw you were wearing the pink and orange scarf I gave
for your birthday, the one that made your eyes shine like smooth chocolate.
The grass is longer now, pale green and yellow, straggling and twisting in the
autumn wind.
I can’t remember what we argued about that day. You said something, I dis-49-

CLEARING MEMORIES, continued
agreed, you responded, and in moments we were wide-eyed, in each other’s faces,
pale and puce with rage. What was it about? Not that it matters, not now. Not even
then, really.
“I’m going to take the boat out,” you snarled. “Alone!”
As you strode down the slope, careless of the ruts and puddles in your heavy
shoes, a chattering of hedge sparrows jumped ahead of you along the bushes at the
edge of the wood.
Walking back to the cottage, along this path I’m on now, I went over it all in my
head. Why did it start? What was it about? How can we stop doing this?
***
The light was fading before I realised you weren’t home. Perhaps I should look?
Were you still on the lake? Still angry?
I pulled my phone out to call for help as soon as I saw the boat. Empty. Not a
ripple, not a sound. Just a drifting rowing boat.
Then everything is blurred. It didn’t take them long. What a job those guys have.
Pulling bodies out of wrecked cars, burnt out houses… and lakes.
You must have slipped, they said, on the pontoon. Hurrying to get in the boat, I
thought, in case I tried to come after you.
The police were very thorough. They found a single skid mark in the green slime
on the pontoon. One dry rope, thrown into the boat. The second rope, unhitched from
the pontoon, had trailed in the water. There was a long straight mark on your scalp, with
a few tiny wood splinters.
Alone, you slipped, hit your head as you fell into the water, and dazed, you
drowned. Death came with no warning, no reason. No explanation.
***
“What’s up with you, Tom?” asks Ginny. “You look like you’ve seen a ghost!” As
soon as they’re out, the words shock her. “Oh, I’m sorry… I didn’t mean…”
“It’s OK,” I smile. “I suppose I have, in a way… Sally and I used to come up here
sometimes.”
I’ve only been to the cottage a few times in the last two or three years. It has been
too painful. But I have told Ginny about it, have tried to face the memories when they
surface. I was with Sally nearly ten years, you can’t just bury a whole chunk of your life.
It’s Ginny’s first time up here. After we had opened all the windows, aired the cottage,
I suggested a walk. We came the long way round, on the back of the hill, then down
through the woods, to here, with its view of the lake. She’d walked on into the clearing,
then turned round, her face shining, full of the light from the sky.
“I could spend all day up here!” She pauses. “Isn’t this a wonderful place?
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CLEARING MEMORIES, continued
I nod. “Sally and I…” She looks at me, curious, half-guessing, just beginning to
realise that she isn’t the first to love this spot. “We used to sit here and watch the lake.”
In the silence that follows we both consider this. In my head it’s an eternal truth. What is
it for Ginny?
I can see the little frown between her fair, barely-visible eyebrows. Then her face
clears.
“I was thinking,” she begins, slowly, carefully. “It’s such a lovely spot. Perhaps we
could make a shelter, some sort of hide, facing the trees. And watch the birds. I’ve seen
nuthatches, and a tree creeper! There’s a jay calling somewhere.”
I follow her wide eager eyes and her tentative smile as she builds the whole
scene.
“Facing the trees?”
“Yes, Tom” she insists. “We can watch the birds, and we’ll have the sun on our
backs to keep us warm!”
***
We found the frame chairs in the outhouse. I must have brought them in after Sally’s accident. Or maybe someone else did. Ginny took them up to the clearing herself,
after we built the hide. We’ve been up here a lot this summer, making the most of it. We
watch the birds for hours, some days, fascinated by their busy-ness, hoping for something unexpected. Next year, with the baby, it won’t be so easy… I wonder how that will
work out? Another woman in my life – Sally ever-present but fading, overlaid with new
memories, Ginny, so full of life, and enthusiasms. Full of two lives now.
We haven’t named our daughter yet; I would like to wait to see what she looks
like, to gauge her personality. My mother said we three brothers were different from
day one. How do you tell if you haven’t nursed a newborn baby before? Seen her grow
through the ages of man – woman, in her case? You just accept what you are given,
the first time round, I guess. It’s only later that the patterns are obvious, when you have
something to compare.
Sally wanted children. I suppose that’s why we argued so much the year before she died. Not often about that, but it was always there. We were fussy about little
things, but this big, undecided difference was there beneath the surface. I was in no
rush, couldn’t see the need to change our easy-going lifestyle for four-hourly feeds,
baby seats in the car, early tea with baked beans… Our friends’ children dictated the
way they lived. Where’s the spontaneity in that? I asked.
“I can’t be spontaneous, Tom” she reminded me. “I’m over thirty, I’m running out of
time!”
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CLEARING MEMORIES, continued
But we put off the decision. “Maybe next year,” I conceded. She wanted my
agreement. Was she afraid I would run away if she faced me with the realities of a family?
***
When Ginny had mentioned children –‘if we had a baby…’ – and then fell silent,
leaving me room to pick up the idea, I had been surprised. But I had said something
about sorting out my stuff in the spare room. You can’t hold out forever, and I wasn’t
going to make the same mistake again.
She was right, this is a wonderful place for children to grow up – campfires, exploring the woods, fishing in the lake. Our little girl won’t have a boat though. The police released Sally’s boat after about three weeks. It stood on the slipway until after the
inquest. When I came back here for the first time, I couldn’t look at it. I walked around,
watching the trees, the far shore, but every unplanned glance seemed to hit that boat.
It couldn’t stay there. Burning it was out of the question. This would not be an honor for
a fallen Viking, floating into the sunset surrounded by weapons, treasure and flames.
This was about draining the poisonous wound that was choking up my feelings.
It took me about an hour. The memory of it is like watching a DVD – a grey, blustery afternoon in November – the trees dark, bare branches scratching the sky. A man
on the slipway drags the boat into the lake. The cold water numbs his feet and calves
while he loads rock after rock into the boat. As it settles lower, he moves it further out.
His feet are numb and painful at the same time. Walking is uncertain, he has no sense
of depth, and no idea whether his foot comes down on soft mud or the edge of a jagged rock.
He stumbles to the shore, pulls off his sweater and shirt. His hands are undoing
his belt when he realises he would have to sit down and remove his trainers if he wants
to take off his chinos. He can’t face that. He walks back into the water, towards the
boat. Then carefully, using the boat for support, but anxious not to rock it too far until
it’s time, he walks out into the lake.
The cold water reaches his groins, making him gasp. He leans into it, immersing
his body. The skin on his chest and back seems to tighten, muscles too stiff, like thick
leather, ribs too rigid to move. With one hand on the gunwale, he paddles grimly on.
Despite the effort, his teeth are chattering now. His fingers have no feeling, his hands
are locked like claws. Don’t go too far! What does it matter if I do? he asks himself.
About 50 metres out, the water is deep enough. He is surprised how difficult it
is. He pulls down on the side of the boat – it rocks gently, mocking his effort. He pulls
harder, a little water splashes into it, and it settles back again, rocking, mocking, rock-52-

CLEARING MEMORIES, continued
ing. With a roar, releasing so much misery, he puts both hands on the side of the boat
and heaves himself up, as if to climb out of a swimming pool. Water surges past him
into the boat. Instead of rocking back, kicking up into his ribs, the boat seems to groan,
to gasp, and settles lower. As it levels both sides go under the water. It drops away
from his hands, and sinks slowly into the darkness beneath.
***
Look! Ginny grabs my arm and gestures silently. I peer through the slit in the hide.
A woodcock! A rare sight in mid-afternoon. We watch him as he digs in the leaf mold for
worms and insects. Then he’s gone, zigzagging through the trees.
I turn my chair round, to face the sun. After a while, Ginny leaves the birds to their
pecking and poking. She stands, arches her back, stretches. Her hands rest for a moment on her swelling belly. Without speaking, she turns her chair around too, and links
her fingers in mine. Together we watch the cloud shadows move across the lake.
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MORNING, H.E. Grahame
The sizzle of the skillet draws attention
from the entire diner as
the waitress plunks the pan on the table
in front of you. The sausage sings
and the vegetables dance across the iron pan in
this late morning brunch performance.
A stab of the fork floods the dark
non-stick stage with sunny yolk
soaking the potatoes and
cheese. Drenching
the peppers and onions
in a salt and peppering of applause.
A sip of coffee.
A drip of biscuit butter
The curtain call of the Supreme Skillet
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CHRISTMAS SPIRITS, Tom Di Roma
I was on the subway heading down to 14th Street to The Science Fiction Shop
near there when I spotted her. She and the guy she was with had just gotten on the
train at the previous stop. They were sitting directly across the aisle from me.
As soon as they sat down, she dipped into her backpack and pulled out a book.
It was a hard back with a paper cover that looked a little tattered. Holding the book
against her chest, she said to her companion, who was dressed in jeans, a black leather
jacket, and motorcycle boots, “I can’t wait to start reading this. I had to work like heck
to find a copy, especially since it’s been out of print for almost a year.”
“Well, I’m glad you finally got it,” he replied, though he didn’t exactly sound like
he really meant it.
“So am I,” she said, as she turned the book, as if inspecting it, so that I could finally see its cover. That’s when I dipped into my own backpack, and pulled out my copy
of the same book—Christmas Spirits.
This was my second time reading it. The first time had been a couple of years
back. I still had a couple of chapters to go, which was why I was heading to The Science fiction Shop to pick up my next month’s reading material.
“You’ll like it,” I said to her, holding up my copy.
When she saw my book, her brown eyes lit up. “I know I will,” she said with an
enthusiastic smile. “This is my second time reading it. I lost my first copy when I moved
into my apartment.”
“This is my second time, too. In fact, I’m almost done.”
“I can’t wait to get started,” she said again.
Just then, the train pulled into the 14th Street station. “Well, this is my stop,” I
told her, getting up and stuffing the book back into my backpack. Then with one hand
on the edge of the door to prevent it from closing, I turned to her and said, “Enjoy your
reading!”
“I will,” she replied with another huge smile.
Then turning, I stepped out of the car and the doors closed behind me. As the
train began to lumber noisily away from the station, I watched it until it was out of sight;
at which point, I began walking down the platform toward the stairs that would lead me
up and out of the station. As I climbed the grime-filled cement steps to the outside, I
thought: what were the odds that we both had been reading the same book?
Although I work in a children’s book store, I often go to The Science Fiction Shop,
to get books and magazines on science fiction and fantasy I can’t get anywhere near
where I live or work. Once I paid for my books and magazines, I took the subway back
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CHRISTMAS SPIRITS, continued
uptown to the loft I share with my parents. My father is a producer at CBS, while my
mother is a buyer for Macy’s. Since they both make lots of money, they don’t charge me
that much rent, which makes living in New York City a lot more affordable.
Back in the apartment, I opened up the glass doors to our little balcony, and sat
down on a lounge chair in the sun to begin looking over my booty. Even though it was
close to Thanksgiving, New York City was experiencing an unusual warm spell, which
was why the sun felt so good—so good, in fact, that before long, I dozed off, and found
myself in the midst of a dream about the girl from the train.
I guess Christmas Spirits had been pressing heavily upon my consciousness,
because in my dream, the girl, who looked to be somewhere in her mid to late twenties,
and I are the spirits from the book.
It’s a novella in which a ghost couple befriend a pair of orphans and celebrate
Christmas with them. Although the orphans die tragically in the end, all four become a
ghost family, and the next year, celebrate Christmas together. The first time I read it,
the ending made me cry. But now, in my dream, there are no orphans. It’s just me and
the girl wondering how, as ghosts, we’re going to celebrate Christmas?
Thanksgiving went well! Both my parents invited friends from work to celebrate
with us. Then the very next day at the shop, the staff and I began to put up our Christmas lights and decorations. To add my own little bit of seasonal frivolity, I brought in
my edition of Christmas Spirits and put it in the store window with the rest of the books.
And yes, if you’re wondering, I was kind of hoping my friend from the train would somehow see it, and come into the store, but she didn’t.
As Christmas drew nearer, everyone began making plans for how they were going to spend the holiday. Jackson, my fellow store employee, said he was heading to
Connecticut to spend the weekend with his sister and her kids. Kathy, the owner of the
store, was going to spend it here in town with her parents. My parents were flying to
Aspen to spend it with my father’s boss. As for me? Since I don’t like skiing, or spending
a lot of time with corporate bigwigs (except, maybe my parents), I lied and told them
that my boss at work had invited me to spend the day with her and her parents.
Turned out, it wasn’t a lie after all. When she found out I was going to be alone,
Kathy did just that—invited me to spend the day with her and her parents. So on Christmas day, I took the subway over to Kathy’s apartment, which she shared with a roommate who was also out of town celebrating with relatives, and then Kathy and I walked
over to her parents’ place.
“Is Jill here yet?” she asked her parents after we walked in.
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CHRISTMAS SPIRITS, continued
“Not yet,” replied her mom, as her dad took our coats. Looking at her watch,
Kathy’s mom said, “But she should be showing up any minute, now.”
Sure enough, just as she said that, the doorbell rang. Both Kathy and I turned to
greet her sister. As soon as Kathy opened the door, and I saw her sister, Jill, my eyes
bugged out. “Christmas Spirits!” we both said at the same time and laughed.
Yep, it turned out, Jill was the girl from the train.
Of course, we had to explain to everyone about our love affair with the book. Then
after we settled down, and while we were enjoying our eggnogs, I asked Jill, “Where’s
your motorcycle riding friend?”
“How did you know he rides motorcycles?”
“First, by the way he was dressed, and second, he didn’t seem all that excited
when you talked about the book.”
Nodding, she replied, “You’re right, which is one of the reasons we split up back
around Thanksgiving.”
“Good,” I said before I could stop myself. Jill looked at me a little funny-like. “He
really didn’t look like the type who was heavily into a lot of sci-fi, or . . . Christmas Spirits.”
“Actually, he wasn’t.” After that, our conversations turned to just about everything
except her ex-boyfriend.
By the end of the night, I was sure I was in love with Jill and that she liked me. I
was correct. This Christmas, we’re celebrating our one year anniversary together. I just
hope there’s a whole lot more to come!
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AS AN UNDERSTUDY SUPPORTS AN ACTOR,
ALLEYWAYS SUPPORT THE CITY STREETS, Kieron Circuit

Materials: Digital Photo
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MY COUSIN GOT OUT OF REHAB, Ron Riekki
My mom showed me a photo,
ten years ago, when she was
“just a little big girl,” so tall
for her age, in the ninetieth
percentile, and my mother
was shining in this image of
the both of them in the rain,
jumping in puddles with
the ferocity of how God
created the Earth, my mom
and cousin, two Godzillas
enjoying destroying an ocean.
She tells me my cousin just
got out of rehab, started
her addiction in seventh
grade—“Can you believe
that?” Yes, I say. (I work
as an EMT.) Yes, I can.
“But she’s out now. Free
to try again.” My mother
has tears in her eyes and
tears outside of her eyes
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MY COUSIN GOT OUT OF REHAB, continued
and years inside of her
heart and hearts she wears
on her sleeve and I hear
a few months later that
my cousin is engaged
and I think of the photo,
the Ferris wheel of rain,
two Godots happy as hell.
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MY PARENTS’ TEETH, Bonnie Carlson
Teresa, clad in a disposable blue coat, asks how my teeth have been. I recline on
the green vinyl-covered chair and look straight up. Large white mottled tiles cover the
ceiling, resembling heavy overcast clouds, a sky rarely seen in Scottsdale. Fluorescent
lights glare. I report no problems and she begins, peering down at me through a mask
and magnifying glasses. A one-inch blue-white light sits between the lenses, a giant
bug’s eye staring back at me.
As she scrapes away on my teeth, I reflect on my parents’ teeth, grateful I’ve been
blessed with good teeth at age seventy. My parents were not so lucky. Both had terrible teeth, and neither saw a dentist until they were adults. My father’s teeth were brown
and crooked, requiring constant dental work. My mother lost most of hers and had upper and lower bridges when she was in her thirties, a painful and expensive proposition.
I wonder whether the condition of her teeth would warrant such extreme intervention
today.
Both of my parents grew up poor although for different reasons.
My father’s parents emigrated from Sweden. His father toiled in a factory in New
Britain, Connecticut, to support six children. Three were from his first marriage to a
woman who emigrated with him. After she died, when the children were quite young, he
placed them into a Swedish orphanage, the Klingberg Children’s Home. A pastor, John
Eric Klingberg, established the home in 1903 for children whose parents could not care
for them. Viewing the photograph of him on their website is like looking into the faces
of my older Swedish relatives.
A few years later, my grandfather imported another Swedish bride, eighteenyear-old Elise, whom he’d never met and who spoke not a word of English. That poor
woman, who died when I was an infant, inherited my grandfather’s first three children
who came out of the orphanage, traumatized by the loss of their mother and being
placed with strangers. Uncle Carl became a skid row alcoholic, and Uncle Ebbe committed suicide when I was ten. Aunt Helen apparently did fine, but I wouldn’t know.
Growing up, I barely met any of them, despite them being my father’s older half-siblings. My grandmother went on to have three more children, including my father, the
middle child.
I have forty-five minutes to reflect on all of this as Teresa toils away, wielding a
stainless-steel tool called a posterior scaler to rid my teeth of plaque and tartar. The
hooks at each end eventuate in scary-looking points. As she scrapes, I grip the chair’s
arms, anticipating a stab of pain if she hits a nerve. How could something that sounds
and feels so awful be good for your teeth? I take big breaths and try to relax, clenching
and unclenching my hands.
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MY PARENTS’ TEETH, continued
My mother’s poverty had different origins. Born to well-to-do parents in Concord,
Massachusetts, she lived in a beautiful home until the Great Depression hit, and they
lost everything. My maternal grandfather, whom I never met, deserted the family and
moved to Florida, apparently pleading bankruptcy. Whatever his reasons, he left my
difficult grandmother to raise and support three children, ranging in age from adolescence to infancy, alone.
My mother, too, was a middle child. She grew up a fifth-floor, cold-water walkup
in an Italian neighborhood in Hartford, Connecticut. Their poverty was so extreme that
Mom rarely talked about it. My father once told me that sometimes all Mom’s family had
to eat was single potato for four people. They got one bath per week, on Saturday, taking turns in the same bathwater that Nana heated on the stove.
As Teresa moves on to polishing my teeth, she tells me about what great shape
my teeth are in. I silently thank my parents, who, despite being working class when my
brother and I were young, regularly dragged us to the dentist for cleanings and cavity repairs. I hated those visits. But the long waits as all four of us got care introduced
me to a magazine called Highlights for Children, which we couldn’t afford at home. As
unbelievable as it seems today, our childhood dentist didn’t use Novocain, so cavity
repairs were painful, great motivation to take good care of my teeth.
As I schedule my next appointment, gratitude fills me again for parents whose
childhood poverty seeped into their adulthoods but who nonetheless did the best they
could.
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WORDS WE LIVE BY, Sarah Marquez
I wonder what to say
to the porcelain girl in the mirror–
what new words to teach her.
Loneliness is too heavy for her heart
to hold. It rushes outward
like it’s been told how much
it is needed elsewhere.
Hurt is old as willow bark rooted
in marshland. Darling means lover
& friend. Danger appears again,
a phantom prince, in memories
she is stubborn to release.
A stream weeps at the sound
of love whispering forgive me.
she replies you betrayed me.
Sunlight slants down
through leafy netting, wades
through sky, barely blue.
I soften anger into a need
for skin, a fitted sheet scrunched
up beneath me. His mother and mine
agree we are make-believe,
our connection too new to be certain.
In the process of learning
the movements of our verse,
I imagine the lines on his hands
crossing mine– a thousand pasts
& futures sliding between our fingers.
He never did say hello, only thank you.
But before I could seek a new path,
the wind blew me back.
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WORDS WE LIVE BY, continued
To the you of late, I say give me
forever to fold into a paper crane
and hang over my bed. Then, come
to me in silence. Tuck me in, the side
of your hard body, and your breath
will be my breath.
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MORE INFORMATION ON TURNPIKE
What is Turnpike?
Turnpike is a literary and art magazine that focuses on fulfilling themes and underrepresented voices.
What does Turnpike do?
Turnpike focuses on the changes and shifts that confuse and bewilder us; moments of
decisive passion, breaths of fresh air, and all the tiny and gigantic things that facilitate
our growth find their place here.
We publish new issues every other month, featuring visual art, poetry, fiction, creative
nonfiction, and anything else you’ve deemed worthy of sharing. Anything that’s especially difficult to describe, explain, or contain in one genre is also more than welcome.
Why “Turnpike?”
We chose the name “Turnpike” to indicate a deviation, or turn from what is expected.
So often in the creative community do we focus on one type of voice and one type of
theme. In our personal experience with literary journals, we noticed a consistent focus
on trauma and misfortune that, while important, can become kind of damper on mental
health. Additionally, we noticed that other publications may not highlight LGBTQ+ folk,
persons of color, and other marginalized identities.
Our turn from the norm is to provide content based on more positive themes and to
provide a space for voices that may be underrepresented in other media. While other
publications that explore aforementioned voices and themes are helpful and important,
we strive to deviate, to be refreshing and vulnerable in a new way.
Let us know what you think of our latest issue!
– the turnpike team

Questions? Visit: www.turnpikemagazine.com
Or email us at: turnpikemagazine@gmail.com
Follow us @turnpikezine on: Twitter | Facebook | Instagram
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